
From: Mike Murray
To: Abra C Zobel
Subject: Re: mileage question
Date: 07/30/2008 12:28 PM

Thanks!

Mike Murray
Superintendent
Cape Hatteras NS/ Wright Brothers NMem/ Ft. Raleigh NHS
(w)  252-473-2111, ext. 148
(c)  252-216-5520
fax 252-473-2595

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
This message is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which it is
addressed.  This communication may contain information that is proprietary,
privileged or confidential or otherwise legally exempt from disclosure. 
▼ Abra C Zobel/CAHA/NPS

Abra C
Zobel/CAHA/NPS

07/30/2008 10:30 AM

To Mike Murray/CAHA/NPS@NPS

cc Britta Muiznieks/CAHA/NPS@NPS, Cyndy
Holda/CAHA/NPS@NPS

Subject Re: mileage question

I've updated the distances. Now both charts will show 66.8 miles. At
least 1.3 miles included is from soundside accesses. Additionally, I
measured distances so that they wrap all the way around the spits to
as far as you can drive if and when those areas are open. Consistency
is important, but it sure has been difficult finding a way to do this
consistently. I think I've developed a good process since Annabeth
Rice's visit. I put the distances between ramps on a worksheet titled
Park mileage in the same project that I use to update Cyndy on open
beach distances. All the other worksheets in that project are titled with
a date. Please let me know if there is any confusion. Thanks. 

Abra Zobel
-75.533557  35.246519
Cape Hatteras National Seashore
Resource Management Division
(252) 216 - 6954

-----Mike Murray/CAHA/NPS wrote: -----

To: Abra C Zobel/CAHA/NPS@NPS
From: Mike Murray/CAHA/NPS
Date: 07/30/2008 09:59AM
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cc: Britta Muiznieks/CAHA/NPS@NPS, Cyndy Holda/CAHA/NPS@NPS
Subject: mileage question

Hi Abra,

Is the attached chart (page 1) showing distances between points still
valid?  I believe it was done in 2007 or over last winter.  It shows a
total of 62.9 miles, whereas this year we've generally been saying we
have 66 miles or so.  Didn't know if the chart needed to be updated or
not?  (I am using it and the Beach Access reports to determine
distances between points as we develop draft ORV management
alternatives and am having a little trouble reconciling the difference
between 62.9 and 66+ miles.)

If you think the 62.9 miles is still reasonably accurate, I can work with
that.  If you think it needs to be updated for 2008, please do.

Thanks!

Mike Murray
Superintendent
Cape Hatteras NS/ Wright Brothers NMem/ Ft. Raleigh NHS
(w)  252-473-2111, ext. 148
(c)  252-216-5520
fax 252-473-2595

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
This message is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to
which it is addressed.  This communication may contain information
that is proprietary, privileged or confidential or otherwise legally
exempt from disclosure. 

[attachment "General Beach Driving Distances.xls" removed by Abra C
Zobel/CAHA/NPS][attachment "Open Beach by District.xls" deleted by
Mike Murray/CAHA/NPS] 
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